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ABSTRACT
We describe the task of Rich Context Competition which comprises
of extracting research fields, research methods, and the dataset usage information from scientific research papers. It is crucial for
researchers and analysts who want to use data for evidence and policy to easily find out who else worked with the data, on what topics
and with what results. We tackled this task by dividing it into three
different sub-problems. Research field and research method extraction are solved with an unsupervised graph-based classification of
publications. Dataset information extraction is done by a sequential
scheme of grasping dataset mention phrases from the pure texts, and
classifying specific referenced dataset. Although the complexity of
the task is high, our approach is relatively compact without much
performance decrease.
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INTRODUCTION

The task from Rich Context Competition [1] was built with the hope
to develop the best text analysis and machine learning techniques
to discover relationships among datasets, researchers, publications,
research methods, and fields. The goal of this competition is to automate the discovery of research datasets and the associated research
methods and fields in social science research publications, identify
the datasets used in a corpus of social science publications and infer
both the scientific methods and fields used in the analysis and the
research fields. The final goal is to build a platform with set of tools
that enables collaborative knowledge creation and discovery with
confidential microdata.
There were three tasks We needed to tackle: 1) Extracting research
field for each publication, 2) Extracting research method for each
publication, 3) Extracting used datasets and the usages’ mention
phrases.
For extracting research methods and fields 1), 2), since there
were no annotated dataset, we needed to treat it as unsupervised
information extraction. For 3) dataset usage info, using the annotated
dataset given from [1], it has been a sequential task of key phrase
labeling and classification to certain datasets.
Our main objective is to make a simple model without a performance loss. We have accomplished the goal of building a simpler
model that achieves high accuracy. According to our analysis, there
is an important issue that makes our overall performance decrease
and we present the issue in the Conclusion section.
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RELATED WORK

Information extraction from scientific publications has been a wide
open task as in SemEval 2017 Task 10 [2]. The main task at [2] is
divided into three smaller tasks. From each scientific publications,
the tasks are to extract which task the author worked with, which

material they used, and which process they used. Except for the
material extraction, the participants needed to use unsupervised key
phrase extractions to get the process and the task, which was similar
to our competition task.
Most of the participants [3][4] combined keyword extraction and
labeling model into their approaches. A Well-known neural tagging
structure [5] has been the most used key-component to their sequence
labeling tasks. For the unsupervised keyword extraction and to put
wide-range context to the model, [6] showed a way of using relation
network to incorporate all of the task into one multi-tasking model.
On the other hand, several recent studies have tackled the information extraction from documents by generative models. [7] has
proposed a neural framework for documents, based on topic models,
to enable flexible incorporation of metadata and allow for rapid exploration of alternative models, observing improving performance
by the incorporation of metadata. In the other hand, one family of
VSL (variational sequential labeler) model [8] for NER (Named
Entity Recognition) task has shown a similar performance as [5].
However, our major concern was about getting fast training and
inference. Since train data and test data are both 5,000 publications
and approximately 1M sentences in such amount of publications
each, we needed to make the model as simple as possible to do the
training within the given period of time. We needed to make sure the
inference for test data should finish within 24 hours to meet the time
limitation given from Initiative

Figure 1: Simple LSTM Labeler with ELMo
With the model shown in Figure 1, in a recent paper [9] has
shown that by combining ELMo vector [10] with GloVe [11] and
using the concatenated vector as word embedding, the basic Bidirectional LSTM model got the state-of-the-art performance in
metaphor detection, which is a type of sequence labeling tasks. The

model performed well without a CRF-layer, because ELMo has
enough sequential context within the text. We decided to further
develop this idea to make a compact and efficient model for the
dataset usage info extraction task.
For the task of extracting research fields and research methods,
rather than just extracting keywords from the publications, we decided to use a bunch of research field and research method examples
(e.g. Public Health, Media Ethics,...;Evidence-based practice, Game
theory,...) We use several top extracted keywords to compare the similarities between keywords and those pre-built methods and fields.
In this way, we expected to see more consistent results.
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stacked RNN structure running in both directions, which can yield
context dependent results. In addition, ELMo can catch the meaning
of a word using weighted-sum of several hidden layers rather than
only using the last layer result. The formula for weighted-sum is like
this:
ELMO kt ask = E(Rk ; θ t ask ) = γ t ask

LM
s tj ask hk,
j

j=0

Because of ELMo’s ability to catch context dependent meanings, we
were expecting that the field/method we are looking for would deal
well with the case of not being perfect matching. To use ELMo, we
adopt the
allennlp1 module to use ELMO. We trained the BiLM model
provided by allennlp with 5000 given scientific publications to do
its own word embedding.
TopicRank[12] is an unsupervised graph-based key extraction
method. TopicRank allows you to graphically organize the association between words to extract keyphases with high weight. The
reason for adopting this module is that it can solve the time limit of
this competition. If we are scanning all the words and looking for
fields and methods, it will take a lot of time. Therefore, key word
extraction can dramatically reduce the time required for field/method
finding by selecting important words. To use this function, we take
pke2 module which can extract highest weighted topic in decreasing order as Figure3. We applied this module to each document to
create a dataset that consisted only of the top 20 keyphrases.
To construct efficient inferring, we have to see Structure of
Sage Research Field and Method file. These files have a list of
field/method which we want to match. The sage-research-field file
has a hierarchical structure. Therefore, we can reduce the complexity
to log (n) by traversing from the upper-tier field to the lower-tier
in order. On the other hand, since the sage researh method is not
hierarchically structured, it takes too much time to travel all of them.
Therefore, if the occupation rate of a specific method becomes very
high in the analogy process, the method travel is stopped and the
method is confirmed.

SOLUTION

Among three tasks, 1) research field extraction, 2) research method
extraction, 3) dataset usage information extraction, 1) and 2) will be
solved with similar model, and 3) will be taken by another.

3.1

L
Õ

Research Field/Method Extraction

Figure 2: ELMo structure

3.1.2 Approach. With both key phrase and sage research field
method, we can get the embedded ELMo vector in which dimension
is 1024. Using these vectors, we can see how each key phrase has a
similar meaning to a particular field. We will take the cosine distance
between the two vectors and assume that the field with the shortest
distance is the field that represents the publication.

3.2

Dataset Mention Extraction

For the required dataset mention extraction result, we needed to
capture all dataset-mentioning phrases from publication’s pure text,
and also specify which dataset it is mentioning. Our model for
the dataset mention extraction is shown in Figure 4. For mention
phrase extraction as in the left side, the labeler from [9] extracts the
mention-phrase but does not specify which dataset it is. That dataset
information gets specified by a basic CNN text classifier [13].

Figure 3: Top 20 KeyPhrase extraction from pke module
3.1.1 Background. ELMo[10] is a state-of-the-art contextual
word embedder. As Figure2, The BiLM in ELMo uses a deeply

1 https://github.com/allenai/allennlp/blob/master/tutorials/how_to/elmo.md
2 https://github.com/boudinfl/pke
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EXPERIMENT

7 The experiment progress starts from preprocessing the pure publication texts. Then training the ELMo language model, extracting
keyphrase from publication, inferring field method using cosine distance between ebedded ELMo vectors, extracting mention phrases
by labeler, and classifying the dataset each mention is relating.

4.1

Preprocessing

4.1.1 Text Normalization. In the given train set and test set size
are 5,000 publications each, which is the amount of 3 4M sentences
each. First, for consistency, we built our custum rule-based sentence
splitter. Then used NLTK word tokenizer to tokenize words. To
reduce the size of useless text, we built a bunch of normalization
functions using regex, especially ignoring numbers is usual in NLP
but we didnâĂŹt just ignore it since the year information means a
lot in dataset context, instead we built some pattern rules to get rid
of numbers other than years. We ignored words that are longer than
15 characters, and allowed only the sentences with length in 10 âĂŞ
30 words.

Figure 4: Model Structure for Dataset Mention Extraction
3.2.1 RNN Labeler. As we described, the Bi-LSTM labeler using
ELMo+GloVe vector structure is quite simple. For every sentence
from publications, the ELMo vector gets extracted, and GloVe word
vector gets extracted for every word in the sentence. The concatenated word embeddings becomes the inputs to Bi-directional LSTM.
With the output state from LSTM, output linear layer and softmax
function computes the probability of each word to be labeled "O",
"B", or "I". Words labeled "O" mean the words that are not related
to dataset mentions. The words labeled "B" mean the words that are
in the beginning position of the mention phrases, and "I" means the
words that are inside, or at the end of the dataset mention phrases.
Finally, we can extract word sequences that are in form as in Figure
5, "B" and following "I"s.

4.1.2 Train BiLM in ELMo. To make embedded vector of key
phrase and field method, we should train the BiLM in ElMo model.
To implement the appropriate embedding on our subject, we trained
the BiLM model with a train set of 5000 publications given at the
competition. We used three 1080ti GPUs, and training process tooks
at least 9 hours. After training, we save the trained weight file and
apply it to the ELMo model.
4.1.3 Decrease content considering time complexity. We can
infer all the words in the publication, but it is not good for competition because it takes too much time. So we need to shorten the
contents of the publication in order to solve it. We expected that
the field/method we wanted to extract would necessarily be in the
abstract and introduction of publication because it is the keyword.
So we decided to extract only 4 50 sentences of each publication
and set it as the basic dataset for field/method extraction.

Figure 5: an example of how Dataset Mentions are labeled

3.2.2 CNN Text Classifier. From extracted dataset mention phrases,
we used CNN Text Classifier model [13]. First sentences use the
same language modeling as before, ELMo+GloVe. The multi-filter
4.2 Inferring field/method
structure of CNN model extracts the squeezed states, and gets
Using pke-TopicRank module, we extract top 20 keyphrases from
max-pooled. Then, by the dense linear layer and softmax, the senthese dataset. While looping through the top 20 key phrases of each
tences(mention phrases) are computed to probabilities of which
publication, apply ELMo embedding and then calculate the cosine
dataset it is relating, in our case there were 10,348 different datasets(classes).distance between embedded vectors of key phrase and research field

to see if there are words of similar meaning. In this process, the
research field with the minimum cosine distance is stored and this
becomes the research field of each publication. It has a hierarchical
structure of the sage research field file, which allows for a rapid
traversal of log (n) time complexity. The process of inferring method
is almost similar but the way to travel the sage research file is slightly
different. Because the method list was not hierarchical, we had to
use some tricks. Once a method with a minimum cosine distance
is updated, count from that time. Then, if the updated method does
not change past 100 iterations, then this method is presumed to be
the correct method and is chosen. This process reduced the average
time complexity. For 100 publication test set, with three 1080ti GPU,
Inferring field method process takes 8 minute. Without GPU, it
takes 20 minutes. Also, for 5000 test set corpus to be used in the

Figure 6: CNN Text Classfier Model Structure
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competition, We can also expect a test time of 5 hours when using
the GPU.
Then we save the trained weight file and apply it to the ELMo
model. We used three 1080ti GPUs, and training process tooks at
least 9 hours.

4.3

Dataset Mention Labeler

The embedding dimension is 1024 in total, 300 for GloVe, 1024
ELMo and 4 for capital information. Because we are checking mention info, and usually there are lots of upper character usages in
dataset names, we decided to include those in the embeddings by
one-hot encoding case by case. [1, 0, 0, 0] if all characters are
lower case, [0, 1, 0, 0] if all characters are upper case, [0, 0, 1, 0]
if only the first character is upper case, [0, 0, 0, 1] otherwise. For
the model’s configuration, input dropout was 0.5, we used one layer
of Bi-directional LSTM with hidden state dimension 300, 0.2 rated
dropout on LSTM’s output, and one linear layer with LogSoftmax
function. For training, we used SGD optimizer + 0.9 momentum +
Nesterov, with learning rate decay, and trained for 20 hours with
3 of 1080Ti GPUs. With the validation set, it reached 99.94%
accuracy on word-wise label comparison.

4.4

Figure 8: Inferred Research Methods with Scores

Dataset Classifier

For the classifier, we have tried to use Bi-LSTM text classifier also,
but stated CNN text classifier worked better. For the model’s configuration, the CNN structure had 5 Kernels with sizes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
(all kernels’ second dimention’s size is same as the input embedding
dimension) with 800 kernels each, and one linear layer, 0.3 dropout,
ReLU, Max-pooling, and Softmax function. After the softmax function, we didnâĂŹt just pick from the max probability one, because if
the dataset is newer than the paper, it is a conflict, we chased every
dataset and publication’s published dates and resolved those conflicts
by seeing top 10 instances. For training, we used SGD optimizer
+ 0.9 momentum + Nesterov, with learning rate decay, and trained
for 20 hours with 3 of 1080Ti GPUs. With the validation set, it
reached 53.52% accuracy on mention-datset comparison. Due
to lack of time we tested with 100 publications, for overall dataset
mention extraction, it took 25 minutes.

Figure 9: Result of inferring fields & methods
Figure7 and Figure8 show the result of inferring fields & method.
We were able to match the appropriate field and method according
to each publication and gave a score using the cosine distance value.
The lower the cosine distance, the higher the score.
Figure9 shows that the result reflects against 1178.txt file. This
paper deals with overweight incidence according to TV watching
time and the researchers recruited participants to study the effects of
television. We have seen our model estimate the health risk assessment as a field and estimate the recruiting participant as a method,
which is a very well-estimated result. Although we did not get high
estimates from all the results, we found high accuracy when we
obtained meaningful embedded vectors in specific publications.

5 RESULT
5.1 Inferring Field and Method

5.2

Dataset Mention Extraction

Figure 10 shows few samples from our overall result in dataset
mention extraction. Before computing recall, precision, and accuracy,
it looked good since the most of the mentions and the classified
datasets were in match. We checked captured mentions were actually
seen in the classified datasets’ mentions in history, and those were
found to be with very high scores (softmaxed probability).
5.2.1 Evaluation. Then we were able to evaluate with evaluation
code given from Initiative. The evaluation algorithm is as followed.
First, we map every mentions that are extracted from ceritain
publication, to that publication.

Figure 7: Inferred Research Fields with Scores
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Inferring Field and Method
The Advantage of our approach is that since we used word embedded
vector, the model can match key phrase and fields & methods easily.
Our model, which is close to exact matching, shows high performance in publication with simple keyword. There is a disadvantage
in that the model does not perform very well in the publication in
which keyword is described indirectly. However, context-dependent
embedding, an advantage of ELMo, guarantees some performance
in order to compensate for this. To solve this problem, we need
to introduce another technique to analyze the association of each
different word, not just depending on the performance of ELMo.
The simplest and most effective way is to increase the word pool of
synonyms through external crawling.

6.2

Dataset Mention Extraction

In the end, we achieved a very poor accuracy that we never expected.

Figure 10: samples from Dataset Mention Extraction Result

For each publication, we will get list of all datasets which are
mentioned from that publication.
Compare the predicted dataset list for each publication with the
actual dataset list for the publication, if a predicted dataset is not
in actual list, it is a False Positive. If a predicted dataset is also in
the actual list, it is a True Positive. If an actual dataset is not in the
predicted list, it is a False Negative.

Figure 11: Analysis on Dataset Mention Extraction Result
6.2.1 Problem: Too Many Versions of Similar Dataset. We
think the biggest reason is because there are a lot of variations in similar datasets. For example, there are 38 different datasets named
NHANES. If we look through the result, most of the differences are
coming from this gap. It finds same mention phrases as the answer,
but the dataset specifications are in diverging a lot. In fact, from Figure 11, the dataset id 426, and 397 are also named the same. Those
had only the year differences. Even though we cut off impossible
dataset match by year specification, there are too many datasets with
the same name (with different published date, or version or specific
category).

Predicted: Negative Predicted: Positive
Actual: Negative 113 (FP)
Actual: Positive 75 (FN)
25 (TP)
Table 1: Confusion Matrix from Dataset Mention Extraction

6.2.2 Reason: Loss of Wide Range Context from Documents.
As we decribed, for efficiency, we modeled based on sentence-unit,
and we separated labeling and classification process. The problem
is that the input for the classifier are only the mention phrase and
the year of the mention phrase’s original publication. For example,
if "NHANES surveys" extracted from publication at 2010, those
two are the only context that goes into the classfier, and there’re 38
datasets named "NHANES". It is understandable that our model got
the low accuracy.

Precision
0.18
Recall
0.25
Accuracy 0.12
Table 2: Precision, Recall, Accuracy from Dataset Mention Extraction
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6.2.3 Future Work: Put in Document Context into Classifier.
One of the possible solutions is the one we described in Related
Work, building relation networks and a complex multitasking model
like [6]. But this is not in direction we wanted to work on. Another
possible solution is putting the document(publication) context into
the classifier with the extracted mention. Such as the recent work by
[14], or hierarchical document modeling as in [15].

Kinam Park:
• Train ELMo model using given new train corpus from competition.
• Implemented field & method extraction model using my own
approach
• Merge the whole process of model and dedicated Dockerfile
to make the program run smoothly.
• Contributed to the overall presentation plan and to the final
report.
Sae Hyong Park:
• Train Word2vec model using provided corpus as a baseline
• Implement research field using Word2vec model as a baseline
• Configure and provide private repository for the code development
• Participate in the final presentation and report
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